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Sensitivity analysis (SA) is a commonly used approach for identifying important parameters that dominate
model behaviors. We use a newly developed software package, a Problem Solving environment for Uncertainty Analysis and Design Exploration (PSUADE), to evaluate the effectiveness and efﬁciency of ten
widely used SA methods, including seven qualitative and three quantitative ones. All SA methods are tested
using a variety of sampling techniques to screen out the most sensitive (i.e., important) parameters from the
insensitive ones. The Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SAC-SMA) model, which has thirteen tunable
parameters, is used for illustration. The South Branch Potomac River basin near Springﬁeld, West Virginia in
the U.S. is chosen as the study area. The key ﬁndings from this study are: (1) For qualitative SA methods,
Correlation Analysis (CA), Regression Analysis (RA), and Gaussian Process (GP) screening methods are
shown to be not effective in this example. Morris One-At-a-Time (MOAT) screening is the most efﬁcient,
needing only 280 samples to identify the most important parameters, but it is the least robust method.
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), Delta Test (DT) and Sum-Of-Trees (SOT) screening
methods need about 400e600 samples for the same purpose. Monte Carlo (MC), Orthogonal Array (OA) and
Orthogonal Array based Latin Hypercube (OALH) are appropriate sampling techniques for them; (2) For
quantitative SA methods, at least 2777 samples are needed for Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) to
identity parameter main effect. McKay method needs about 360 samples to evaluate the main effect, more
than 1000 samples to assess the two-way interaction effect. OALH and LPs (LPTAU) sampling techniques are
more appropriate for McKay method. For the Sobol’ method, the minimum samples needed are 1050 to
compute the ﬁrst-order and total sensitivity indices correctly. These comparisons show that qualitative SA
methods are more efﬁcient but less accurate and robust than quantitative ones.
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Computer-based system models have become indispensable in
many ﬁelds of science and engineering, from ﬁnance to life sciences, from quantum physics to earth sciences and environmental
engineering. Parameters of these models exert great inﬂuence on
models’ performance. Some of the parameters may be observed or
measured, e.g., the physical dimensions of an object or the
geomorphological features of a watershed such as slope, area size
and elevation. But there are many parameters that are not directly
observable, at least not at the scale of modeling units. For example,
parameters commonly used in hydrologic models, such as saturated soil hydraulic conductivity or saturated soil matric potential,
may be observable at a point scale, but not over a large area. In
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this case, “effective” values must be estimated so mathematical
equations established at a point scale can be extended to an areal
scale (Blöschl and Sivapalan, 1995). There is a class of models
known as conceptual models whose parameters are generally nonobservable and are only related to physical properties indirectly.
For example, the parameters in many conceptual rainfall-runoff
(CRR) models are not observable and must be calibrated so model
simulations closely match observations (Duan et al., 1992).
How to specify system model parameters properly is not a trivial
issue (Sorooshian and Gupta, 1983; Duan et al., 1992, 2006; Kavetski
et al., 2003). The combined effect of several factors, including errors
in observational data, choices of calibration methods and criterias,
and model formulation errors, makes parameter estimation being a
difﬁcult task. This difﬁculty is further compounded by overparameterization problems as today’s models are getting increasingly complex in a trend to include more and more sub-physics, but
the calibration of these models is still done with rather limited data
(Jakeman and Hornberger, 1993; Renard et al., 2010; Clark et al.,
2011). Over-parameterization, along with parameter interactions
(due to high nonlinearity of model equations), causes model parameters to be not uniquely identiﬁable. Beven (2006) termed this
phenomenon as equiﬁnality, i.e., different parameter sets would
result in the same or similar model performance measures. Another
potential cause for equiﬁnality may be due to a phenomenon known
as “numerical daemon” by Kavetski and Clark (2010). One possible
way to mitigate over-parameterization/non-identiﬁability is
reducing the number of parameters to a small number that can be
sufﬁciently calibrated with limited data.
To discern which parameters have the most inﬂuence over
model performance and to identify what are the most appropriate
parameter values, we need to ﬁnd a way to screen out sensitive
parameters and quantitatively evaluate the inﬂuence of each
parameter on model performance. Sensitivity analysis (SA) has
been used by many people for this purpose (Liu et al., 2004; van
Griensven et al., 2006; Campolongo et al., 2007; Borgonovo et al.,
2012). SA can identify parameters of which a reduction in uncertainty speciﬁcation will have the most signiﬁcant impact on
improving model performance measures. Thus, if some noninﬂuential parameters can be identiﬁed and ﬁxed reasonably at
given values over their ranges, the computational cost may
decrease without reducing model performance.
There are many different SA approaches. Overall, they can be
categorized into two groups: local SA and global SA. The local SA explores the changes of model response by varying one parameter while
keeping other parameters constant. The simplest and most common
approach is differential SA (DSA), which uses partial derivatives or
ﬁnite differences of parameters at a ﬁxed parameter location as the
measure of parametric sensitivity. Though simple and intuitive, DSA
measures only local sensitivity whose value is obviously location
dependent. On the other hand, the global SA examines the changes of
model response by varying all parameters at the same time. Generalized SA (GSA) method is one of the global SA methods that are
designed to overcome the limitations of local SA methods. A version of
GSA method, as implemented in Hornberger and Spear (1981), ﬁrst
creates a large number of random parameter sets using the Monte
Carlo (MC) (Meteopolis and Ulam, 1949) sampling technique. It then
breaks the random parameter sets into behavioral and non-behavioral
sets based on a pre-speciﬁed threshold for acceptance of model
behavior. The frequency density distributions of model performance
measures along each parameter axis in the behavioral sub-set are used
as indicators of parametric sensitivities. GSA forms the basis for the
Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) method
developed by Beven and Binley (1992). GSA is simple to implement
and can work with different pseudo-likelihood (i.e., goodness of ﬁt)
measures (Beven, 2004), but it is computationally inefﬁcient.

Global SA approaches based on design of experiment (DOE)
have gained popularity recently because they offer global sensitivity measures while maintaining computational efﬁciency. A
typical DOE-based SA method involves two steps: ﬁrst, generating a
sample set of parameters within the feasible parameter spaces
using a chosen design; and then, obtaining a quantitative attribution of model output variation due to the variation of different
parameters. There are many sampling techniques, such as MC, Latin
Hypercube (LH) (McKay et al., 1979), Orthogonal Array (OA) (Owen,
1992) and Orthogonal Array based Latin Hypercube (OALH) (Tang,
1993), which are commonly used for DOE-based SA. Some DOEbased SA methods, such as Morris One-At-a-Time (MOAT)
(Morris, 1991), Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) (Cukier
et al., 1973), and extended Sobol’ method (Saltelli, 2002), require
special sampling techniques. More recently, along with the development of response surface methods (RSM), SA based on RSM
makes it cheaper for estimating parameter effects (Ratto et al.,
2007; Shahsavani and Grimvall, 2011).
Saltelli et al. (2008) provided a comprehensive exposition of
contemporarily available SA methods. Tong (2005) developed a
software package, called a Problem Solving environment for Uncertainty Analysis and Design Exploration (PSUADE) and containing
a wide array of different uncertainty quantiﬁcation (UQ) methods,
including many SA methods. PSUADE has been used successfully for
many applications. Hsieh (2006) demonstrated the process of using
PSUADE for UQ of the Steven Impact Test problem. Wemhoff and
Hsieh (2007) used PSUADE to calibrate the ProuteTompkins
chemical kinetic model. Tong (2008) applied a variety of UQ techniques to the study of a two-dimensional soil-foundation structureinteraction system subjected to earthquake excitation using
PSUADE. Tong and Graziani (2008) described a global SA methodology implemented in PSUADE that is speciﬁcally designed for
general multi-physics application of large complex system models.
Snow and Bajaj (2010) adopted the PSUADE for uncertainty analysis
of a comprehensive electrostatic Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) switch model.
The aforementioned works have been focused on applying a
subset of the UQ methods available within PSUADE. The purpose of
this paper is to explore the effectiveness and efﬁciency of various
SA methods in PSUDAE in identifying sensitive parameters of
system models, and provide useful guidance on selecting appropriate SA procedures for other applications. We test all available SA
methods with a very simple conceptual hydrologic model e Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SAC-SMA) model (Burnash
et al., 1973). The generality of the ﬁndings in this paper would
need further works on more complex models and more catchments
with different characteristics. This paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 offers a brief description of the PSUADE software. Section
3 describes the model, data and experimental methods used in the
study. Section 4 presents the results and discussion. And ﬁnally, we
make some concluding remarks in Section 5.
2. The PSUADE software
PSUADE is a Cþþ based open-source software package developed to provide an integrated design and analysis environment for
performing UQ for large complex system models. This software is
available
via
https://computation.llnl.gov/casc/uncertainty_
quantiﬁcation/. The ﬂow chart for implementing PSUADE for UQ
is shown in Fig. 1. The three parts in bold italic are basic elements of
PSUADE:
 The experimental design techniques (Sample generator)
 The simulator execution environment (Driver)
 The analysis toolset (Analysis tool)
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of using PSUADE for uncertainty quantiﬁcation.

The ﬁrst part, as deﬁned in the input ﬁle “psuade.in”, is a sample
generator specifying sampling technique, sample size, and
parameter ranges and distributions. Sampling techniques available
in PSUADE are listed in Table 1. PSUADE supports several probability density functions, such as uniform, normal, lognormal, and
triangular distribution. Furthermore, it provides adaptive sampling
techniques for global and local reﬁnement.
The second part provides a “non-intrusive” and user-friendly
interface for linking simulation executable code and PSUADE.
“Non-intrusive” means that users don’t need to modify the code of
the model. Users can write their own script in any programming
language (PSUADE provides default template in Python or C
format), which could be used as the “driver” for running a given
computer model and collecting the model outputs to the output ﬁle
“psuadeData”.
The third part provides a variety of mathematical/statistical
methods for analyzing the inputeoutput relationships. It has a rich
set of tools for basic statistical analysis, sensitivity analysis,

Table 1
Sampling techniques available in PSUADE.
Sampling technique

Abbreviation

Source

PlacketteBurman
Monte Carlo
Central composite
BoxeBehnken
Full and fractional factorial
Fourier amplitude
sensitivity test
Latin hypercube
LPs
Morris one-at-a-time
Orthogonal array
Orthogonal array based
Latin hypercube
Metis
Extended FAST
Extended Sobol’

PBD
MC
CCI, CCF, CCC
BBD
FACT, FF
FAST

Plackett and Burman (1946)
Meteopolis and Ulam (1949)
Box and Wilson (1951)
Box and Behnken (1960)
Box and Hunter (1961)
Cukier et al. (1973)

LH
LPTAU
MOAT
OA
OALH

McKay et al. (1979)
Sobol’ (1990)
Morris (1991)
Owen (1992)
Tang (1993)

METIS
EFAST
SOBOL

Karypis and Kumar (1998)
Saltelli et al. (1999)
Saltelli (2002)

response surface analysis, and model calibration, etc. Sensitivity
analysis methods available in PSUADE are given in Table 2.
3. Experimental data, methods, and setup
3.1. Test problem and data
This study intends to fully explore the various SA methods
available in PSUADE. The SAC-SMA model is used as a test problem.
This CRR model developed by Burnash et al. (1973) is the most
widely used hydrological model by the River Forecast Centers
(RFCs) of the U.S. National Weather Service for catchment modeling
and ﬂood forecasting. Readers who are interested in the details of
this model should refer to Burnash (1995).
There are sixteen parameters in the SAC-SMA model (see
Table 3). We consider only thirteen of them as tunable parameters,
whose feasible ranges are determined based on their physical interpretations and watershed properties, which have been widely
referred to in previous literature (e.g., Duan et al., 1994; Burnash,

Table 2
SA methods available in PSUADE.
SA method

Abbreviation

Source

Correlation analysis
Regression analysis
PlacketteBurman screening
Fractional factorial screening
Morris one-at-a-time screening

CA
RA
PB
FF
MOAT

Sum-of-trees screening
Gaussian process screening
Multivariate adaptive
regression splines screening
Delta test screening
Fourier amplitude sensitivity test
McKay main and two-way
interaction effect analysis
Sobol’ sensitivity indices

SOT
GP
MARS

Spearman (1904)
Galton (1886)
Plackett and Burman (1946)
Box and Hunter (1961)
Morris (1991);
Campolongo et al. (2007)
Breiman et al. (1984)
Gibbs and MacKay (1997)
Friedman (1991)

DT
FAST
McKay

Pi and Peterson (1994)
Cukier et al. (1973)
McKay (1995); Tong (2005)

Sobol

Sobol’ (1993, 2001)
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on the evaluation of the effectiveness and efﬁciency of different SA
methods, which are not inﬂuenced by the choice of objective
functions.

Table 3
Parameters of SAC-SMA model.
No.

Parameter

Description

Range/value

1

UZTWM

[5.0, 300.0]

2

UZFWM

3

UZK

4

PCTIM

5

ADIMP

6

ZPERC

7

REXP

8

LZTWM

9

LZFSM

10

LZFPM

11

LZSK

12

LZPK

13

PFREE

14

RIVA

15

SIDE

16

RSERV

Upper zone tension water
maximum storage (mm)
Upper zone free water
maximum storage (mm)
Upper zone free water
lateral drainage rate (day1)
Impervious fraction of the
watershed area (decimal
fraction)
Additional impervious area
(decimal fraction)
Maximum percolation rate
(dimensionless)
Exponent of the percolation
equation (dimensionless)
Lower zone tension water
maximum storage (mm)
Lower zone supplemental free
water maximum storage (mm)
Lower zone primary free water
maximum storage (mm)
Lower zone supplemental free
water lateral drainage rate (day1)
Lower zone primary free water
lateral drainage rate (day1)
Fraction of water percolating from
upper zone directly to lower zone
free water (decimal fraction)
Riverside vegetation area
(decimal fraction)
Ratio of deep recharge to channel
base ﬂow (dimensionless)
Fraction of lower zone free water not
transferrable to lower zone tension
water (decimal fraction)

3.2. Experimental methods

[5.0, 150.0]
[0.10, 0.750]
[0.0, 0.10]

[0.0, 0.40]
[5.0, 350.0]
[1.0, 5.0]
[10.0, 700.0]
[5.0, 500.0]
[100.0, 1200.0]
[0.010, 0.60]
[0.0010, 0.050]
[0.0, 0.90]

0.30
0.0
0.0

1995; Gupta et al., 1998; Boyle et al., 2000). Three other parameters
RSERV, RIVA, and SIDE are ﬁxed at pre-speciﬁed values according to
Brazil (1988).
The South Branch Potomac River basin near Springﬁeld, West
Virginia in the U.S. was chosen as the study area. The total drainage
area upstream of the gauging station (U.S. Geological Survey Station
No. 01608500) is about 3800 km2. Historical precipitation, potential
evapotranspiration and streamﬂow observations from January 1st,
1960 to December 31st, 1979 were obtained from the MOPEX
database for this study, where MOPEX stands for Model Parameter
Estimation Experiment (Duan et al., 2006). The average annual
precipitation over this period is 1021 mm, average annual potential
evapotranspiration is 762 mm, and average annual runoff is
39.5 m3/s. The hydrological simulations were run at a 6-h time step
over the entire data period. To evaluate model response to different
parameters, we use mean absolute error (MAE) of the simulated
and observed daily streamﬂow discharge (m3/s) as the objective
function, which is a measure of average errors:

MAE ¼

N 

1 X
 fcs

Qt  Qtobs 
N t¼1

(1)

where Qtfcs and Qtobs are simulated and observed streamﬂow
discharge values at time t, N is the total number of observations. To
reduce the inﬂuence of incorrect speciﬁcation of initial conditions,
the simulations from the ﬁrst three months are excluded in the
MAE calculation. Since the sensitivities of model parameters are
dependent on the choice of objective functions, other objective
functions such as root-mean-square error, NasheSutcliffe Efﬁciency may also be used in practical applications. This study focuses

3.2.1. SA methods
All SA methods as shown in Table 2, except PlacketteBurman
(PB) (Plackett and Burman, 1946) and Fractional Factorial (FF) (Box
and Hunter, 1961) screening methods, are employed to study the
sensitivities of the thirteen SAC-SMA model parameters. PB and FF
methods implemented in PSUADE are designed only for two-level
design experiments, i.e., the parameters can only be evaluated at
two ﬁxed levels. Therefore, it is not suited for continuously varying
parameters in SAC-SMA. In addition, those methods are effective
only for linear or monotonic parametereresponse relationship.
Correlation Analysis (CA) and Regression Analysis (RA) are
traditional approaches that are extensively used to assess the
strength of the association between two factors (e.g., parameter
and response) due to their relatively simple theories (Crawford,
2006). CA measures parameter sensitivity by correlation coefﬁcients, such as Pearson correlation coefﬁcient (PEAR), Spearman
rank correlation coefﬁcient (SPEA) and Kendall tau rank correlation
coefﬁcient (KEND). These coefﬁcients measure the strength of a
linear or monotonic relationship between model parameters and
model responses. In this study we take SPEA as the sensitivity
measure for CA. RA evaluates parameter sensitivity by standard
regression coefﬁcient (SRC) of a regression function relating model
parameters and model responses.
MOAT screening is a typical One-At-a-Time (OAT) method for
parameter screening (Morris, 1991). Theoretic basis of this method
is that the overall effect and interaction effect of each parameter
can be approximated by the mean m and standard deviation s of the
gradients of each parameter sampled from r MOAT paths.
Campolongo et al. (2007) proposed a modiﬁed mean m*, which is an
estimate of the mean of absolute gradients, to solve the problem of
the effects of opposite signs in gradients. We use the modiﬁed
mean m* (denoted as MOAT-1) and standard deviation s (denoted as
MOAT-2) as the MOAT sensitivity measures.
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS), Delta Test
(DT), Sum-Of-Trees (SOT) and Gaussian Process (GP) screening
methods can all be regarded as certain types of RSMs, from which
one can derive relative scores of parameter overall effects. MARS is
an extension of linear models, which makes use of linear regression, the mathematical construction of splines, the binary recursive
partitioning and brute search intelligent algorithms (Friedman,
1991; Gutiérrez et al., 2009). It calculates parameter importance
scores by reﬁtting the model after dropping all terms involving the
parameter in question and calculating the reduction in goodnessof-ﬁt. The least important parameter is the one with the smallest
impact on the model quality; similarly, the most important
parameter is the one that, when omitted, degrades the model ﬁt the
most (Kahng et al., 2010).
DT was originally used for residual noise variance estimation. It
is based on the hypotheses of the continuity of the regression
function, i.e., if two sample points are close in the parameter space,
the responses of these two points will be close enough in the
response space. Or else, it can be explained by the inﬂuence of
noise. DT was devised by Pi and Peterson (1994) for identifying
parameter dependencies in continuous functions and was
demonstrated and applied by Eirola et al. (2008) for parameter
screening. It takes the subset of parameters that minimize the noise
variance from all the parameter combinations as sensitive ones.
However, this procedure needs an efﬁcient and effective search
algorithm to ﬁnd this subset of parameter combinations. This
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search process can be too time-consuming and usually as it is
impossible to do an exhaustive search of all combinations. In
PSUADE, DT chooses the best 50 subsets and uses them for scoring.
It assesses the ﬁnal choice using forward sweep and uses genetic
algorithm to speed up the search.
SOT is the classiﬁcation (or Bayesian) additive regression tree
model based on recursive binary partitioning, which is another
useful tool for parameter screening (Breiman et al., 1984; Chipman
et al., 2010). Parameter space is recursively split by unbalanced
binary tree according to the residual sum of squares of responses
until per terminal node has minimum number of sample points.
Total number of splittings for each parameter is taken as the
ranking criterion.
GP characterizes simulation responses over the parameter space
as a multivariate Gaussian distribution. A GP can be expressed as
YwGPðm; CÞ, i.e., random function Y can be speciﬁed by its mean
function m(X) and covariance function CðX; X ’ Þ. Different kinds of
mean and covariance functions lead to different GPs. Tpros, which
is a program written by Gibbs and MacKay (1997) for regression
problem using GP, is adopted in PSUADE for parameter screening.
Theoretical basis of this approach is that points which are close in
parameter space give rise to similar values of response values. A
length scale can be found for each parameter that characterizes the
distance in a particular parameter direction over which response is
expected to vary signiﬁcantly. A small length scale for a parameter
means a more signiﬁcant inﬂuence of this parameter on model
response.
FAST, McKay main effect (McKay-1) and two-way interaction
effect (McKay-2) analysis, and Sobol’ sensitivity indices (Sobol) are
all variance-based methods which can be used to quantify the main
effect and interaction effect of the parameters. FAST was presented
by Cukier et al. (1973) for nonlinear SA of multi-parameter model,
in which conditional variances are represented by coefﬁcients from
the multiple Fourier series expansion of the response function and
the ergodic theorem is applied to transform the multi-dimensional
integral into a one-dimensional integral in evaluation of the Fourier
coefﬁcients.
McKay-1 makes ANOVA (i.e., analysis of variance)-like decomposition of response variances for calculating correlation ratio,
which is a ratio of the variance of expectation conditioned on one
parameter and the total variances of response (McKay, 1995). The
signiﬁcance of parameter main effect increases with the parameter
correlation ratio. Tong (2005) extended the idea for main effect
analysis to two-way interaction effect analysis for uncorrelated
parameters (i.e., McKay-2). A high second-order correlation ratio of
any two parameters means that they are taken together as important contributors to the response variability.
Another variance-based method in PSUADE is proposed by
Sobol’ (1993, 2001), which also makes ANOVA-like decomposition
of response variances for calculating speciﬁc order sensitivity
indices. In practice, only the ﬁrst-order and second-order Sobol’
indices are estimated since the number of interaction terms need to
be computed for higher order indices will increase exponentially
when the number of parameters increases. The statistic “total
sensitivity indices”, STi ¼ Si þ Si,ci ¼ 1Sci, introduced by Homma
and Saltelli (1996) offer a simple way of evaluating the total effects for each parameter. Where Si (ﬁrst-order indices) and Si,ci
(high-order indices) represent the main effects and interaction effects of parameter i, respectively; and Sci equals the sum of all the
other terms except for the terms related to parameter i. PSUADE
provides a response surface based Sobol’ SA tool for calculating
Sobol’ ﬁrst-order (Sobol-1), second-order (Sobol-2) and total
(Sobol-t) indices, which makes the computational cost of Sobol’
indices cheaper than the direct calculation based on the original
model. The default response surface for Sobol’ SA is MARS
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approach. We take the Sobol-1 and Sobol-t as the Sobol’ sensitivity
measures.
3.2.2. Sampling techniques
All SA methods described above must use sampling techniques
to create samples of parameter sets. The most concerned problems
in designing a deterministic experiment are whether the sample
points are “space-ﬁlling” in the design space (Sacks et al., 1989) and
how many sample points are sufﬁcient for the experiment
(Loeppky et al., 2009).
Among all the sampling techniques available in PSUADE (see
Table 1), MC sampling has the longest history and is the most
commonly used technique. MC generates sample points randomly
from a probability density function over the parameter space.
However, large sample size is required to be able to fully explore the
parameter space.
To improve the representativeness of sample points, McKay
et al. (1979) proposed LH sampling. For a n-dimension p-level
parameter space, only p sample points are generated by LH sampling, whereby each level exists only once when sample points are
projected to any single dimension. Sample size of replicated LH
(rLH) sampling is N ¼ l  p, where l is the replication times. LH
sampling became popular in the 1980s, and a lot of improvements
have since been made to it. For example, Owen (1992) used OA to
deﬁne the generalization of LH sampling. For a n-dimension p-level
parameter space, an OA sampling of strength t (t < n) generates pt
sample points, such that all possible level combinations for every tdimension p-level subspace occur exactly once. Sample size of
replicated OA (rOA) sampling is N ¼ l  pt, where p should be a
prime number or 4, and t is usually set to 2. Clearly, a strength one
OA sampling is equivalent to a LH sampling. Meanwhile, Tang
(1993) presented OALH sampling, which uses OA to construct LH.
A strength t OALH sampling not only preserves the stratiﬁcation
properties of LH sampling in single-parameter space, but also in tdimensional space. The sample size of OALH sampling is the same
as that of OA sampling.
Besides the aforementioned sampling techniques, some other
“space-ﬁlling” methods also have received much attention over the
past few decades. For example, Karypis and Kumar (1998) introduced METIS method for partitioning large irregular graphs and
large meshes, and computing ﬁll-reducing orderings of sparse
matrices, which is based on multilevel graph partitioning algorithms. Statnikov and Matusov (2002) described LPs (LPTAU)
method for generating deterministic and uniformly distributed
sequence of points in a multidimensional space, which provides a
way to add more sample points to the initial sample with the same
uniformity characteristics.
Also, there are some sampling techniques that were designed
for speciﬁc SA methods, e.g., the sampling techniques for FAST
analysis (Cukier et al., 1973), MOAT screening (Morris, 1991)
(denoted same as corresponding SA methods), and the sampling
technique proposed by Saltelli (2002) for Sobol’ sensitivity indices
(denoted as SOBOL). They are generally based on simple random
sampling, and different conditions need to be satisﬁed for their
sample sizes. FAST transforms a multi-dimensional integral into a
one-dimensional integral. Different forms of transformation lead to
different distributions of sample points. Minimum sample size of
the classic FAST is determined by N ¼ 2  Ms  umax þ 1, where Ms
is the maximum harmonic which should be no less than 4 (usually
taken to be 4 or 6) and umax is the maximum frequency which is
determined by the number of factors.
As for MOAT sampling, range of each parameter is partitioned
into p1 equal intervals, thus the parameter space is an n-dimension p-level orthogonal grid, where each parameter can take on
values from these p predetermined values. First, r points (r  n
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sample matrix M0, each row is a n-dimension sample point) are
randomly generated from the orthogonal grid; and then, for each of
the r points, other sample points are generated by perturbing one
dimension at a time under a p/[2  (p1)] space step until all the n
dimensions have been varied for only one time. Therefore, total
sample points will be (n þ 1)  r.
Sampling technique of SOBOL is similar to that of MOAT. It starts
with two random r  n sample matrices M0 and Mnþ1 (each row is
an-dimension sample point). For each of the r sample points, the ith
(i from 1 to n) sample point is generated from both two matrices,
where the ith column is the same as Mnþ1 while other columns are
the same as M0. Thus the total number of sample points will be
(n þ 2)  r.
3.3. Experimental setup
In evaluating each SA method, we attempt to answer the
following questions:
(1) Is the method capable of identifying sensitive and insensitive
parameters correctly? (effectiveness)
(2) Given that a method is effective, what is the minimum
number of samples for each speciﬁc sampling technique?
(efﬁciency)
Table 4 shows the experimental setup for analyzing the effectiveness of different SA methods. Of the ten SA methods (McKay-1
and McKay-2 are taken as one method), the ﬁrst seven are qualitative methods and the last three are quantitative ones. Qualitative
methods provide a heuristic score to intuitively represent the
relative sensitivity of parameters, while quantitative methods tell
how sensitive the parameter is by computing the impact of the
parameter on the total variance of model output. A brief description
of different SA measures is given in Appendix A. Sampling techniques used for these SA methods are selected according to the
recommendation from PSUADE user’s manual. A rough rule of
thumb about the sample size is that at least 10  n sample points
are needed to identify key factors (i.e., parameters), where n is the
number of experimental factors (Levy and Steinberg, 2010). In order
to get reliable SA results, we set the maximum sample sizes to
between 2777 and 3000, which are more than twenty times the
required minimum sample size 130 (¼10  13). The detailed settings of sample sizes are illustrated as follows. Sample sizes of MC,
METIS and LH sampling are set to 3000 since there are no speciﬁc
requirements for them. Sample size of OA sampling is set to 2890

Table 4
Experimental setup for effectiveness analysis of SA methods.
SA method

SA measures

Sampling
technique

Sample
size

CA

Spearman rank correlation
coefﬁcient (SPEA)
Standard regression coefﬁcient (SRC)
Modiﬁed mean and standard
deviation (MOAT-1, MOAT-2)
MARS sensitivity score (MARS)
SOT sensitivity score (SOT)
DT sensitivity score (DT)
GP sensitivity score (GP)
FAST ﬁrst-order index (FAST)
McKay ﬁrst-order correlation
ratio (McKay-1)
McKay second-order correlation
ratio (McKay-2)
Sobol’ ﬁrst and total indices
(Sobol-1, Sobol-t)

MC

3000

MC
MOAT

3000
2800

METIS
METIS
METIS
METIS
FAST
rLH

3000
3000
3000
3000
2777
3000

rOA

2890

SOBOL

3000

RA
MOAT
MARS
SOT
DT
GP
FAST
McKay
McKay
Sobol

Fig. 2. Parameter sensitivity rankings of different qualitative SA methods.

(¼10  172). As for FAST, the maximum harmonic Ms ¼ 4, and the
maximum frequency umax ¼ 347 when n ¼ 13. Therefore, the
minimum sample size of FAST is 2777. For MOAT and SOBOL sampling techniques, we use 200 replications, resulting in sample sizes
of 2800 and 3000, respectively.
All suitable sampling techniques as described above are used to
explore the efﬁciency of effective SA methods. Sample size starts
from a large one (result of which will be taken as the benchmark)
and decreases sequentially to the minimum size in order to know
exactly how many sample points are sufﬁcient for speciﬁc sampling
techniques. Detailed experimental setups for efﬁciency analysis of
different SA methods are illustrated together with their results.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Evaluation of qualitative SA methods
4.1.1. Effectiveness of qualitative SA methods
The ﬁrst question we want to explore for qualitative SA methods
is if all these methods are effective in screening out sensitive parameters from the insensitive ones. In order to compare all the
qualitative SA results in a concordant way, we ranked all thirteen
parameters based on respective SA measures for different methods
(see Fig. 2), where rankings are represented by brightness of the
color. The darker brightness means the higher ranking (i.e., more
sensitive parameter). As shown in Fig. 2, parameter sensitivity
rankings of different SA measures vary from each other. Overall,
parameter sensitivity rankings of SPEA, SRC and GP are inconsistent
with those obtained by other methods. In fact, it should be noted
that CA’s sensitivity index SPEA is a rank-transformed statistic
which only works with monotonic relationships between model
parameters and model responses, while RA’s sensitivity index SRC is
based on a linear hypothesis. Most hydrologic models, however, are
nonlinear and parametereresponse relationship is non-monotonic.
For example, Duan et al. (1992) drew the response surface of SIXPAR
model. Although the SIXPAR model is very simple, the response
surface showed very strong non-monotonic, nonlinear interactions
between the parameters. Consequently, CA and RA may not give the
correct assessment of model parameter sensitivities. According to
parameter sensitivity rankings of all qualitative SA measures except
CA, RA and GP, the top ﬁve parameters are 1, 4, 5, 8 and 13, which
can be taken as highly sensitive parameters; the middle four
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity analyzing results of MOAT screening using different replication times r and different levels p: Numbers in red bold font are supposed to be insensitive parameters.
The closer the parameter to upper right, the more sensitive the parameter is. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

parameters are 9, 10, 11 and 12, which can be taken as marginally
sensitive parameters; and the last four parameters are 2, 3, 6 and 7,
which can be taken as insensitive parameters. As for SPEA and SRC
indices, more parameters besides 2, 3, 6 and 7 are also identiﬁed as
insensitive ones. The most striking divergence between them is the
classiﬁcation of parameter 1, which is identiﬁed as highly sensitive

by most indices, but is seen as insensitive by SPEA and marginally
sensitive by SRC. In addition, insensitive parameters identiﬁed by
GP are 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12 and 13, which include not only insensitive
parameters but also marginally and highly sensitive parameters
identiﬁed by other measures. Furthermore, we found that GP takes
more time to compute than other methods.
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Model parameter sensitivities are heavily impacted by several
factors, including the choice of analysis methods, evaluation
metrics, and system physical characteristics (Tang et al., 2007; van
Werkhoven et al., 2008). In our experiment, sensitivity categories
of most qualitative SA methods are consistent when using the
same evaluation metric for the study area. The rationality of SA
results thus can be analyzed from the perspective of physical
characteristics of the study area. The South Branch Potomac River
basin is a humid watershed and is usually wet during most of the
year. In this watershed, surface runoff makes up a large proportion
of the total runoff. Therefore, parameters related to surface runoff
generation and evapotranspiration should be sensitive. In all
thirteen parameters, parameters 4 and 5 are permanent and
temporary impervious fraction of the watershed area respectively,
which contribute to direct runoff. Parameters 1 and 8 are
maximum capacities of the upper zone tension water storage and
the lower zone tension water storage respectively, which not only
have direct relationships with evapotranspiration of the upper
zone and lower zone, but also have great inﬂuences on the production of surface runoff and base ﬂow. Parameter 13 is the percentage of percolated water which is available to the lower free
water storages before all lower zone tension water deﬁciencies are
satisﬁed. It controls the proportion of lower zone tension water
and free water, and indirectly inﬂuences the evapotranspiration of
the lower zone. From a physical perspective, it is reasonable that
these ﬁve parameters are identiﬁed as highly sensitive. On the
other hand, parameters 9, 10, 11, and 12 are those related to the
generation of primary and supplemental base ﬂow. Parameters 2
and 3 are those related to the process of interﬂow drainage, and
parameters 6 and 7 are related to percolation from upper zone to
lower zone. It is found that parameters 9, 10, 11, and 12 are more
sensitive than parameters 2, 3, 6, and 7, which indicates that base
ﬂow plays a more important role than the interﬂow in this area.
This makes sense since the source of runoff is mainly come from
base ﬂow in dry season.
Furthermore, it can be observed from the results of MOAT-1 and
MOAT-2 that parameters with low overall effects also have low
interaction effects. Although this conclusion is model-speciﬁc, it
reminds us about the importance of interaction effect. Comparing
results of MARS, DT and SOT, it is obvious that parameter sensitivity
scores from MARS and DT are very close, with both measures giving
a higher score for marginal sensitive parameters than SOT. Therefore, it could be inferred that MARS and DT screening may be good
at identifying insensitive parameters since the differences between
marginal and insensitive parameters are signiﬁcant. On the contrary, SOT screening may be good at identifying highly sensitive
parameters due to the big differences between highly and marginal
sensitive parameters.
4.1.2. Efﬁciency of qualitative SA methods
Since CA, RA and GP are regarded as ineffective SA methods in
this experiment, they were not analyzed further in this paper. Other
methods are not only effective but also have great ﬂexibilities.
Therefore, it is necessary to compare their performances with
various sampling techniques and different sample sizes for their
efﬁciency. This is the second question we will explore for qualitative SA methods.

(r ¼ 5, 10, 20, 30) are set while using different levels p (p ¼ 4, 8, 16
and 32). Evaluation criterion is whether sensitive and insensitive
parameters can be identiﬁed successfully. SA results of different
combinations of levels and replications are shown in Fig. 3. The
sensitive (blue numbers) and insensitive (red bold numbers) labels
in Fig. 3 were determined according to the consensus results from
Fig. 2. Overall the results from MOAT experiments shown in Fig. 3
are not very consistent. Speciﬁcally, the results in row 1 (r ¼ 5)
are quite different from the results in other rows (r ¼ 10, 20, 30).
This suggests clearly that 5 replications are not enough to produce
reliable results for screening SAC-SMA model parameters. We also
notice that the SA results for different levels (p ¼ 4, 8, 16, and 32)
are not stable under the same replication times. Especially, p ¼ 4, as
used by Morris (1991) and Campolongo et al. (2007) and p ¼ 8 seem
to be insufﬁcient and produce different SA results. This study
suggests that for MOAT screening to work properly, levels should be
16 or 32 and replication times should be at least 20 or more, i.e.,
requiring no less than 280 model runs in this case.
(2) RSM-based screening
To investigate which sampling techniques are more appropriate
and how many sample points are sufﬁcient for MARS, DT and SOT
screening, six different sampling techniques, MC, LH, OA, OALH,
LPTAU and METIS, are compared. Further, different sample sizes are
tested for each sampling technique. SA results of MARS, DT and SOT
screening are given in Figs. 4e6, respectively. In these ﬁgures,
sample sizes of the last column in each subﬁgure are the maximum
sample sizes we set, the results of which are taken as the benchmark for effectiveness. For MC, LH, LPTAU and METIS sampling,
sample sizes of other columns start from a small number with an
increment of 100 sample points. For OA and OALH sampling, recall
that sample size is N ¼ l  pt. Given l ¼ 1 and t ¼ 2, sample size N is
determined by the prime number p. Therefore, sample sizes 169,
289, 361, 529, 841, and so on, are generated from prime number 13,
17, 19, 23, 29, and so on. When the insensitive parameters identiﬁed
by three consecutive columns identical with the last column, the
ﬁrst sample size of the three is thought to be sufﬁcient for the
corresponding sampling technique. From the ﬁgures, in each subﬁgure, the sample size of the fourth column from the right is the
minimum sample size required by corresponding sampling technique. It therefore implies that MC, OA and OALH sampling are the
most suitable sampling techniques for MARS screening, and about
400 sample points are sufﬁcient. At the same time, MC, OA and
OALH sampling are also the most suitable sampling techniques for
DT screening, and about 400 sample points are sufﬁcient. MC and
OALH sampling are the most suitable sampling techniques for SOT
screening, and about 600 sample points are sufﬁcient. Overall, MC
and OALH sampling are more suitable than others for RSM-based
screening methods.
More sample points are required by SOT screening than MARS
and DT screening to identify insensitive parameters, no matter
which sampling technique is used, which supports the inference
that MARS and DT are good at identifying insensitive parameters
while SOT are good at identifying highly sensitive parameters.
Furthermore, sample sizes required by different sampling techniques have bigger differences for SOT screening than for MARS and
DT screening.

(1) MOAT screening
4.2. Evaluation of quantitative SA methods
Recall that sample points of MOAT are taken from n-dimension
p-level orthogonal grid by the way of perturbing one parameter at a
time under a p/[2  (p1)] space step, and sample size of MOAT is
determined by N ¼ (n þ 1)  r. In order to know exactly the least
sample points for effective screening, different replication times r

All quantitative SA methods tested here are based on variance
decomposition of model responses. These methods provide quantitative measures of how much each varying parameter contributes
to the overall variance of the model response.
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Fig. 4. Parameter sensitivity rankings of MARS screening using (a) MC sampling, (b) LH sampling, (c) OA sampling, (d) OALH sampling, (e) LPTAU sampling, and (f) METIS sampling.

4.2.1. Effectiveness of quantitative SA methods
The ﬁrst question about the quantitative SA methods is also
their effectiveness. We ranked all thirteen parameters for
different quantitative SA methods and the results are shown in
Fig. 7. Measures of FAST, McKay-1 and Sobol-1 are representations of parameter main effects (ﬁrst-order effects). It is apparent
that insensitive parameters identiﬁed by these three measures
are consistent, i.e., parameters 2, 3, 6 and 7, which are also

consistent with the qualitative SA results. Furthermore, parameters with low main effects may have signiﬁcant interaction effects with other parameters, which should also be treated as
important ones. More attention should be paid to those parameters in order to avoid the so-called type II error, i.e., important
parameters are treated as unimportant ones. In all these quantitative SA measures, McKay-2 is capable of presenting two-way
interaction effects (ﬁrst-order effects plus second-order effects),

Fig. 5. Parameter sensitivity rankings of DT screening using (a) MC sampling, (b) LH sampling, (c) OA sampling, (d) OALH sampling, (e) LPTAU sampling, and (f) METIS sampling.
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Fig. 6. Parameter sensitivity rankings of SOT screening using (a) MC sampling, (b) LH sampling, (c) OA sampling, (d) OALH sampling, (e) LPTAU sampling, and (f) METIS sampling.

4.2.2. Efﬁciency of quantitative SA methods
Although FAST is effective for SA, sampling technique of this
method is ﬁxed and minimum sample size is not changeable when
number of parameters is already determined. Therefore, we will
not give further consideration about FAST here. What are the

and Sobol-t is able to display total effects (ﬁrst-order effects plus
all interaction effects). It is observed that parameters with lower
main effects also have lower interaction effects. Overall, all these
quantitative SA measures are effective for identifying parameter
sensitivities.
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Fig. 7. Parameter sensitivity rankings of different quantitative SA methods. (a) FAST, (b) Mckay-1, (c) Mckay-2, (d) Sobol-1, and (e) Sobol-t.
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Fig. 8. Parameter sensitivity rankings of McKay main effect analysis using (a) MC sampling, (b) rLH sampling, (c) OA sampling, (d) OALH sampling, (e) LPTAU sampling, and (f) METIS
sampling.

efﬁciencies of McKay main effect and two-way interaction effect
analysis, and Sobol’ sensitivity indices are addressed here.
(1) McKay main effect and two-way interaction effect analysis
rLH sampling was recommended for McKay main effect analysis
based on PSUADE user’s manual, here we set the replication times
to 2. Other feasible sampling techniques such as MC, OA, OALH,
LPTAU and METIS sampling were also tried. Different sample sizes
were set for each sampling technique. Parameter sensitivity rankings are given in Fig. 8. The fourth column from the right of each
subﬁgure is the minimum sample size required by the corresponding sampling technique. It then can be observed that sample
points needed by MC, LH, OA, OALH, LPTAU and METIS sampling are
1200, 600, 361,289, 400 and 800, respectively. It is quite clear that
less sample points are needed by OA, OALH and LPTAU sampling.
rOA sampling was advocated in PSUADE user’s manual for twoway interaction effect analysis. Other sampling techniques feasible
for this method including MC, LH, OALH, LPTAU and METIS sampling were also tested. In addition, in order to get reliable results,
sample points required by this method should be no less than 1000.
Sample sizes of MC, LH, LPTAU and METIS sampling are set to
1000,whereas the sample sizes of OA and OALH sampling are set to
1058 (¼2  232) and 1369 (¼1  372), respectively. SA results are
represented in Fig. 9. It can be observed from Fig. 9 that most
correlation ratios of every two parameters have high degree of
consistency for all results except for the results obtained by rOA
sampling. Correlation ratios are almost the same when using
replicated OA sampling, which demonstrates that OA sampling is
very tricky and more replication times are required for identifying
parameter two-way interaction effects.
(2) Sobol’ ﬁrst-order and total effects analysis

Sobol’ ﬁrst-order and total sensitivity indices can be estimated at
the cost of N ¼ (n þ 2)  r model evaluations when using SOBOL
sampling. Different replication times r were tried to evaluate the
efﬁciency of this method. In Fig. 10, parameter sensitivity analyzing
results of Sobol’ ﬁrst-order indices (black bar) and total indices (black
bar plus white bar) of different sample sizes are compared. Overall,
when sample size is larger than 1050, it is clear that parameters with
low ﬁrst-order (main) effect also have low interaction effect and
insensitive parameters 2, 3, 6 and 7 can be correctly identiﬁed.
Comparing to McKay’s main effect and two-way interaction
effect analysis, Sobol’ method needs more sample points due to its
computational complexity for high-order Sobol’ index terms.
5. Summary and conclusions
This study conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness and efﬁciency of various SA methods available from
PSUADE by using the SAC-SMA model as a test problem. The
strengths and limitations of several qualitative and quantitative SA
methods are explored. Based on the highly consistent results of
different SA methods, parameters 1 (UZTWM), 4 (PCTIM), 5
(ADIMP), 8 (LZTWM) and 13 (PFREE) can be regarded as highly
sensitive parameters; parameters 9 (LZFSM), 10 (LZFPM), 11 (LZSK)
and 12 (LZPK) as marginally sensitive parameters; parameters 2
(UZFWM), 3 (UZK), 6 (ZPERC) and 7 (REXP) as insensitive parameters in the thirteen parameters we considered. In model calibration, the insensitive parameters may be ﬁxed at prescribed values
in order to improve model parameter identiﬁability.
Some general conclusions can be drawn when applying different
SA methods available in PSUADE. For qualitative SA methods: (1)
Traditional methods, such as correlation and regression analysis,
are not suitable for nonlinear and non-monotonic problems like the
SAC-SMA model. (2) GP screening is ineffective in screening out
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity analyzing results of McKay two-way interaction effect analysis using (a) MC sampling, (b) LH sampling, (c) rOA sampling, (d) OALH sampling, (e) LPTAU sampling,
and (f) METIS sampling.
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characteristics. MARS and DT screening are efﬁcient at identifying
insensitive parameters, whereas SOT is good at identifying highly
sensitive parameters. MC, OA and OALH sampling are more
appropriate for MARS screening, and sample points required by
them are about 400; meanwhile, MC, OA and OALH sampling are
also the most suitable sampling techniques for DT screening, and

Sobol indices

sensitive parameters. (3) MOAT screening can provide a qualitative
evaluation of overall and interaction effects at a low cost. Minimum
sample points needed by MOAT is 280 when the level is set
at p ¼ 16 or p ¼ 32. But MOAT results are not robust under different
combination of levels and replication times; (4) Other sensitivity
screening methods based on non-parametric RSM have different
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity analyzing results of Sobol’ ﬁrst-order effects (black bar) and total effects (black bar plus white bar). (a) r ¼ 20 (N ¼ 300), (b) r ¼ 30 (N ¼ 450), (c) r ¼ 40 (N ¼ 600),
(d) r ¼ 50 (N ¼ 750), (e) r ¼ 60 (N ¼ 900), (f) r ¼ 70 (N ¼ 1050), (g) r ¼ 80 (N ¼ 1200), (h) r ¼ 90 (N ¼ 1350), (i) r ¼ 100 (N ¼ 1500), (j) r ¼ 110 (N ¼ 1650), (k) r ¼ 120 (N ¼ 1800), and
(l) r ¼ 200 (N ¼ 3000).
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sample points required by them are about 400; and MC and OALH
sampling are ﬁt for SOT screening, and sample points required by
them are about 600.
For quantitative SA methods: (1) FAST and McKay main effect
analysis are capable of computing parameter ﬁrst-order effects.
Minimum sample size of classic FAST method is not changeable
when the number of parameters is determined, in this case at 2777.
OA, OALH and LPTAU sampling are more appropriate for McKay
main effect analysis; sample points required by them are 361, 289
and 400, respectively. (2) McKay two-way interaction analysis can
be used for analyzing ﬁrst-order plus second-order effects. MC, LH,
OALH, LPTAU and METIS sampling are more suitable than OA
sampling; 1000 sample points are sufﬁcient for identifying twoway interaction effects of this experiment. (3) Theoretically,
Sobol’ method can compute sensitivity indices of any orders. In
practice, the computational cost may be too expensive for indices
larger than second-order, PSUADE allows computation for
commonly used Sobol’ ﬁrst-order, second-order and total sensitivity indices. To identify parameter sensitivities correctly, minimum sample points needed by SOBOL sampling are 1050.
In general, qualitative SA methods are more efﬁcient for
parameter screening than quantitative ones. However, they cannot
give a quantitative description for speciﬁc order sensitivity effects.
On the other hand, quantitative SA methods are more accurate and
robust than qualitative ones, but more sample points are required
by them. For a complex system model with a lot of parameters,
qualitative SA methods can be ﬁrst used for a rough parameter
screening, which will prune the most insensitive parameters with
low evaluation costs. Then quantitative SA methods can be adopted
for a further SA of this simpliﬁed system model.

Yk ¼ b0 þ

n
X
i¼1

bi Xik þ εk

281

(A.3)

where bi is the regression coefﬁcient of the ith input Xi, and εk is the
error term between the computational model output and the
regression results of the kth sample. Under the assumption of
Gaussian errors, the regression coefﬁcient can be computed using
the least squares approach. Utilizing the means and standard deviations of input and output, the regression model is usually
normalized to
n
c
X
bi b
s i Xik  Xi
Yk  Y
¼
bs
b
b
si
s
i¼1

(A.4)

where SRC ¼ bi b
s is deﬁned as standard regression coefﬁcient,
s i =b
and

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
N 
u 1 X
2
b
s ¼ t
Yk  Y
N1

(A.5)

k¼1

and

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
N 
2
u 1 X
b
Xik  Xi
si ¼ t
N1

(A.6)

k¼1

are the standard deviations of Y and Xi, respectively. The higher the
SRC value, the more sensitive is input Xi.
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Appendix A. Sensitivity measures
A.1 Spearman rank correlation coefﬁcient (SPEA)

A.3 Morris One-At-a-Time(MOAT) screening
Assume that we have a n-dimension p-level orthogonal input
space, where each Xi may take on values from f0; 1=ðp  1Þ; 2=
ðp  1Þ; :::; 1g. The elementary effect of the ith input is deﬁned as

di ¼ ðf ðX1 ; .; Xi1 ; Xi þ D; Xiþ1 ; .; Xn Þ  f ðXÞÞ=D

where D is a predetermined multiple of 1/(p1). When p is even,
usually D ¼ p/[2(p1)]. After repeating this procedure r times, we
can get the ﬁnal Morris measures of the ith input

mi ¼

rxi ;y





xki  xi yk  y
¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 P
2

PN  k
k
$ N
k ¼ 1 xi  xi
k¼1 y  y
k¼1

r
X

di ðjÞ=r

(A.8)

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uX
u r
si ¼ t ðdi ðjÞ  mi Þ2 =r

(A.9)

j¼1

SPEA is denoted by r and is deﬁned as:

PN

(A.7)

and

(A.1)

j¼1

where xi is the rank of the ith input Xi, y is the rank of the output Y,
and k represents the kth sample point. The higher the rxi,y value, the
more sensitive is input Xi.

where mi and si are the mean and standard deviation of di,
respectively. A revised mean was given by Campolongo et al. (2007)
as

A.2 Standard regression coefﬁcient (SRC)

m*i ¼

The generalized form of a linear regression model is:

c ¼ b þ
Y
0
k

n
X

bi Xik

(A.2)

i¼1

While the actual computational model output is expressed as

r
X

jdi ðjÞj=r

(A.10)

j¼1

For MOAT method, the higher the mi (or m*i ) value, the more
sensitive is input Xi. On the other hand, the higher the si value, the
more interaction input Xi has with other inputs.
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A.4 Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) screening
The MARS model can be represented as:

Y ¼ f ðXÞ ¼ a0 þ

M
X

am

m¼1

Km h

i
Y
skm xvðk;mÞ  tkm

k¼1

þ



PN

k¼1

h

b
Yk  Y
i2

P50

(A.11)

2

ðmÞ

where dS

 100

(A.18)
ðmÞ

¼ 1 if the ith

ðmÞ

¼ 0. A higher

is the DT metric of the mth subset; Ii

variable is included in the mth subset, or else Ii
score means a more sensitive parameter.
A.6 Sum-Of-Trees (SOT) screening

A SOT model is fundamentally an additive model with multivariate components (Chipman et al., 2010). Let T denotes a binary
tree consisting of a set of interior node decision rules and a set of
terminal nodes, and let M ¼ fm1 ; m2 ; .; mb g denote a set of
parameter values associated with each of the b terminal nodes of T.
Thus the SOT model can be represented as

(A.12)

1  CðMÞ
N

ðmÞ
ðmÞ
 Ii
m ¼ 1 dS
P50
ðmÞ
m ¼ 1 dS

scoreðiÞ ¼

where a0 is a constant, am are ﬁtting coefﬁcients, M is the number of
basis functions, Km is the number of knots, skm takes on values of
either 1 or 1 and indicates the right/left sense of the associated
step function, v(k,m) is the label of the independent variable, and
tkm indicates the knot location.
MARS builds a model in two phases: the forward and the
backward pass, which is the same as that used by recursive partitioning of trees. The forward pass usually builds an overﬁt model
using all input variables, while the backward pass prunes the
overﬁt model by removing one input variable from the model at a
time. The index called generalized cross-validation (GCV) is then
computed for both the overﬁt model and the pruned model:

1
GCVðMÞ ¼
N

Thus the DT metrics for all 2n1 non-empty variable subsets can
be calculated. PSUADE takes the ﬁrst 50 subsets which have the
lowest value of DT metrics for sensitivity scoring. The score of the
ith (i¼1,2,.,n) variable is given by

Y ¼

m
X


g X; Tj ; Mj þ ε

(A.19)

j¼1

with

CðMÞ ¼ 1 þ cðMÞd

(A.13)

where N is the number of observations in the data set, k is the
number of non-constant terms, d is the effective degrees of
freedom, and c(M) is a penalty for adding a basis function. The increase in GCV values between the pruned model and the over-ﬁtted
model is considered as the importance measure of the removed
variable (Steinberg et al., 1999). The score of the ith (i ¼ 1; 2; .; n)
variable is given by

scoreðiÞ ¼

DgðiÞ
 100
maxfDgð1Þ; Dgð2Þ; .; DgðnÞg

(A.14)

where for each binary regression tree Tj and its associated terminal
node parameters Mj, gðX; Tj ; Mj Þ is the function which assigns
mij ˛Mj to X, m is the total number of trees, and εwNð0; s2 Þ.
In PSUADE, residual sum of squares are used as the criteria for
node splitting. Variable which has the maximum decrease of residual sum of squares will be chosen to split the node. The splitting
process will not be stopped until per terminal node has minimum
number of data points. Total number of splittings for each variable
is then taken as the scoring criterion of sensitivity. The score for ith
input variable is expressed as

scoreðiÞ ¼

pðiÞ
 100
maxfpð1Þ; pð2Þ; .; pðnÞg

(A.20)

where DgðiÞ is the increase in GCV when ith variable is removed.
The larger the GCV increase, the more important is the removed
variable.

where p(i) is the number of splittings for ith variable. The more
splittings the variable has, the more sensitive is the variable.

A.5 Delta Test (DT) screening

A.7 Gaussian Process (GP) screening

DT model is a method based on nearest neighbors (NN) for
estimating the variance of the residuals. Assume that we have n
input variables, and sample points Xk ˛½0; 1n for 1  k  N. Let
Yk ¼ f(Xk) þ εk, where f is a continuous function with bounded ﬁrst
and second partial derivatives, and the residuals εk wð0; s2 Þ. Then
the points ðXk ; Yk ÞN
k¼1 comprise imitation data set. Let the DT metric
that restricted to the variable subset space S be

The joint distribution
fY1 ; Y2 ; .; YN g is a GP:

dS ¼

N 
2
1 X
Yk  YNS ðkÞ zVarðεÞ
N

(A.15)

k¼1

NS ðkÞ ¼ argminlsk kXk 

Xl k2S

and the semi-norm

X
p˛S

ðpÞ

ðpÞ

Xk  Xl

2

(A.17)

random

variables

Y ¼

(A.21)

N

with C ¼ fCðXk ; Xl ; QÞgk;l¼1 is a parameterized covariance function
with hyperparameters Q, m is the mean function given a-priori, and
Z is the normalization factor.
A form of covariance function in Gibbs and MacKay (1997) is:

CðXk ; Xl ; QÞ ¼ q1 exp
(A.16)

the


1
1
exp  ðY  mðXÞÞT C 1 ðY  mðXÞÞ
Z
2

(

where the nearest neighbor of kth sample is

kXk  Xl k2S ¼

PðYjC; XÞ ¼

of



ðiÞ
ðiÞ 2 )
n
Xk  Xl
1X

þ q2 þ εkl ðXk ; Xl Þ
2 i¼1
ri2
(A.22)

where q1 is the hyperparameter gives the overall vertical scale, q2 is
the hyperparameter gives the vertical uncertainty, εkl ðXk ; Xl Þ is the
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
noise model, Xk and Xl are the ith components of sample points
Xk and Xl respectively, and ri is the length scale that characterizes
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the distance in the direction of ith variable over which Y is expected
to vary signiﬁcantly. PSUADE takes the length scales as the scoring
criteria. The score for ith input variable is expressed as

scoreðiÞ ¼

1=ri
 100
maxf1=r1 ; 1=r2 ; .; 1=rn g

(A.23)

Thus a small length scale of the ith variable means that this
variable has signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the response Y, i.e., ith variable
is sensitive.

variance of Y by ﬁxing Xi; V½EðYjXi ; Xj Þ is the variance of the conditional expectation of Y conditioned on Xi and Xj, and E½VðYjXi ; Xj Þ
is the residual term measuring the estimated variance of Y by ﬁxing
Xi and Xj. The indices of McKay main effect and two-way interaction
effect analysis are deﬁned as

h2i ¼

0 0

0

of transfer functions:

Xi ¼ Gi ðsinðui sÞÞ;

i ¼ 1; 2; .; n:

(A.24)

where {ui} is a set of integer angular frequencies, s˛ðp; pÞ. The
mean and variance of Y then can be approximated by

EðYÞz

1
2p

V½EðYjXi Þ
V½EðYjXi Þ
¼
VðYÞ
V½EðYjXi Þ þ E½VðYjXi Þ

(A.30)





V E YjXi ; Xj
V E YjXi ; Xj




¼
VðYÞ
V E YjXi ; Xj þ E V YjXi ; Xj

(A.31)

and

A.8 Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) analysis
Let us consider the function Y ¼ f ðXÞ ¼ f ðX1 ; X2 ; .; Xn Þ,
where Xi ˛½0; 1; i ¼ 1; 2; .; n. The key idea of FAST is applying
the ergodic theorem to transform the n-dimension integral
R1 R1 R1
/ f ðX ÞdX1 dX2 /dXn to one-dimension integral. Consider a set

h2ij ¼

The above two indices are also called correlation ratios. The
former measures the relative contribution of input Xi to the output
variance, while the latter measures the relative contributions of
input Xi and Xj together to the output variance.
A.10 Sobol’ sensitivity indices
Let the function Y ¼ f ðXÞ ¼ f ðX1 ; X2 ; .; Xn Þ, where Xi ˛½0; 1;
i ¼ 1; 2; .; n. Assume the model output can be decomposed into
terms of increasing dimensionality as follows:

Zp
f ðsÞds

(A.25)

p

Y ¼ f ðXÞ ¼ f0 þ

n
X

fi ðXi Þ þ

i¼1

n X
n
X



fi;j Xi ; Xj þ .

i ¼ 1 j>i

(A.32)

þ f1;2;.;n ðX1 ; X2 /; Xn Þ

and

VðYÞz

1
2p

Zp

f 2 ðsÞds  E2 ðYÞ

(A.26)

p

By applying the Parseval’s theorem to the formulations of mean
and variance, we can get

VðYÞz2

N 
X

A2p

þ

B2p



Rp
Rp
where Ap ¼ 1=2 p f ðsÞcosðpsÞds and Bp ¼ 1=2 p f ðsÞsinðpsÞds
are the Fourier coefﬁcients. Thus the FAST ﬁrst-order sensitivity
index can be deﬁned as

Vi
¼
VðYÞ

2

PN 

where f0 is a constant, fi(Xi) are the functions of one variable,
fi;j ðXi ; Xj Þ are the functions of two variables, etc. The total variance of
the output can be written as

Z1
VðYÞ ¼



PM





2
2
2
2
q ¼ 1 Aq$ui þ Bq$ui
q ¼ 1 Aq$ui þ Bq$ui




z
P
Pn PM
2
2
2
2
2 N
p ¼ 1 Ap þ Bp
i¼1
q ¼ 1 Aq$ui þ Bq$ui

(A.28)
where M is the maximum harmonic, usually to be 4 or 6. Si is the
fraction of the output variance due to the input variable Xi. A large
index means a signiﬁcant ﬁrst-order effect.

Z1
f 2 ðXÞdX  f02

/
0

(A.27)

p¼1

Si ¼
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(A.33)

0

while the contribution of a generic term fi1 ;/;is ð1  i1 < / < is  nÞ
to the total variance can be written as

Z1
Vi1 ;/;is ¼

Z1
/

0



fi21 ;/;is Xi1 ; /; Xis dXi1 .dXis

(A.34)

0

Thus the ANOVA-like decomposition of total variance can be
expressed as

VðYÞ ¼

n
X

n
X

s ¼ 1 i1 </<is

Vi1 ;/;is ¼

n
X
i¼1

Vi þ

n X
n
X

Vi;j þ / þ V1;2;/;n

i ¼ 1 i<j

(A.35)
The Sobol’ sensitivity indices are deﬁned as

A.9 McKay main and two-way interaction effects analysis
Let E(Y) and V(Y) be the prediction mean and variance of an
output Y, thus V(Y) can be decomposed as





VðYÞ ¼ V½EðYjXi Þ þ E½VðYjXi Þ ¼ V E YjXi ; Xj þ E V YjXi ; Xj
(A.29)
where Xi and Xj are the ith and jth input respectively, V½EðYjXi Þ is
the variance of the conditional expectation of Y conditioned on Xi,
and E½VðYj:Xi Þ is the residual term measuring the estimated

Si1 ;/;is ¼

Vi1 ;/;is
;
VðYÞ

1  i1 < / < is  n:

(A.36)

Theoretically, this global method can compute sensitivity index
of any order. However, the computation for high order is impractical when the number of input variables is large. The measure
proposed by Homma and Saltelli (1996) provides a simple way for
computing the total effect of each input variable. The total effect of
the ith input is deﬁned as

284

STi ¼ Si þ Si;ci ¼ 1  Sci
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(A.37)

where Si and Si,ci are representations of ﬁrst-order effect and highorder effect, respectively; Sci is the sum of all the Si1,.,is terms that
excludes the index i.
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